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Abstract
To determine placement of electrodes after deep brain stimulation (DBS) surgery, a novel
toolbox that facilitates both reconstruction of the lead electrode trajectory and the contact
placement is introduced. Using the toolbox, electrode placement can be reconstructed and
visualized based on the electrode-induced artifacts on post-operative magnetic resonance
(MR) or computed tomography (CT) images.
Correct electrode placement is essential for efficacious treatment with DBS. Post-operative
knowledge about the placement of DBS electrode contacts and trajectories is a promising
tool for clinical evaluation of DBS effects and adverse effects. It may help clinicians in
identifying the best stimulation contacts based on anatomical target areas and even may
shorten test stimulation protocols in the future.
Fifty patients that underwent DBS surgery were analyzed in this study. After normalizing
the post-operative MR/CT volumes into standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI-)
stereotactic space, electrode leads (n=104) were detected by a novel algorithm that
iteratively thresholds each axial slice and isolates the centroids of the electrode artifacts
within the MR/CT-images (MR only n=32, CT only n=10, MR and CT n=8). Two patients
received four, the others received two quadripolar DBS leads bilaterally, summing up to a
total of 120 lead localizations. In a second reconstruction step, electrode contacts along
the lead trajectories were reconstructed by using templates of electrode tips that had been
manually created beforehand. Reconstructions that were made by the algorithm were
finally compared to manual surveys of contact localizations.
The algorithm was able to robustly accomplish lead reconstructions in an automated
manner in 98% of electrodes and contact reconstructions in 69% of electrodes. Using
additional subsequent manual refinement of the reconstructed contact positions, 118 of
120 electrode lead and contact reconstructions could be localized using the toolbox.
Taken together, the toolbox presented here allows for a precise and fast reconstruction of
DBS contacts by proposing a semi-automated procedure. Reconstruction results can be
directly exported to two- and three-dimensional views that show the relationship between
DBS contacts and anatomical target regions. The toolbox is made available to the public in
form of an open-source MATLAB repository.
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1. Introduction
Deep brain stimulation surgery (DBS) is a highly efficacious treatment option for patients
with severe movement disorders such as Parkinson‘s disease (PD), dystonia and essential
tremor (ET). Improvement in motor symptoms as well as quality of life have been proven in
several multicenter studies for PD (Deuschl et al., 2006; Krack et al., 2003; Schupbach et
al., 2013); for dystonia (Kupsch et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2008; Vidailhet et al., 2005;
Volkmann et al., 2012); and for ET (Hariz et al., 2008; Schuurman et al., 2000).
Additionally to the DBS stimulation parameters, the correct anatomical description of the
electrode contact placements determines the area that is being stimulated and has a
major influence on the clinical outcome of chronic DBS. Studies in PD patients undergoing
STN DBS have shown that accuracy of electrode placement within the anatomical target
region correlates with the motor improvement during DBS (for example Frankemolle et al.,
2010; Welter et al., 2014; Wodarg et al., 2012). Similarly, the degree of motor improvement
with DBS in dystonia was related to electrode position within the pallidum (Tisch et al.,
2007, Schönecker et al., 2014). Although other factors influence the clinical outcome of
DBS (Lumsden et al., 2013; Vidailhet et al., 2005), contact mislocation is considered to be
the most common cause of a poor clinical response (Ellis et al., 2008; Marks et al., 2009).
Accordingly, knowledge about localizations of contacts can be supportive in clinical
routines to evaluate DBS effects and may help to define the best contact for chronic DBS,
especially in more complex electrode designs with multiple contacts that will be available
in the near future.
Moreover, information on electrode localization is crucial for various scientific approaches
using depth recordings from DBS target regions of the basal ganglia (Brown and Williams,
2005) or stimulation protocols to evaluate the involvement of the anatomical DBS target
region in information processing (Cavanagh et al., 2011; Frank et al., 2007; Green et al.,
2013).
Evaluation of electrode placement can be achieved by postoperative magnetic resonance
(MR)- or computer tomography (CT)- imaging. Depending on the DBS center, usually one
imaging method is established in clinical routines. Electrode placement is most often
denoted relative to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC-PC) stereotactic
space (in a systematic review, electrode coordinates in this notation were found in 8 of 13
studies; Caire et al., 2013) or within the standardized MNI space (e.g. see Schönecker et
al., 2009; Witt et al., 2013). The former method requires manual measurements that are
prone to significant inaccuracies (Pallavaram et al., 2008) and does not take anatomical
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inter-subject variability into account (Starr et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 2002). On the other
hand, warping subject-specific anatomic images into a well-defined standard space as the
MNI space make electrode placements comparable over subjects and DBS centers. This
also makes it possible to set electrode contacts into relationship with atlas data of target
regions (for examples of available subcortical atlas data, e.g. see Jakab et al., 2012;
Keuken et al., 2013; Keuken et al., 2014; Prodoehl et al., 2008; Sarnthein et al., 2013;
Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002; Yelnik et al., 2003).
After the normalization of MR-images, a time-consuming and observer-dependent manual
survey of electrode contacts has usually to take place to determine their positions. This
can be done by manually analyzing the terminal portion of the quadripolar DBS electrodes
composed of four metallic (platinium/iridium) non-insulated contacts at equidistant intervals
which generate susceptibility artifacts on the postoperative MR image (Schönecker et al.,
2009). The centers of the artifacts show hypo-intense and represent the centers of the
electrode contacts (Pollo et al., 2004; Yelnik et al., 2003; Fig. 1). Usually, this is performed
by using a slice-based (two-dimensional, 2D) MR-viewing software, and fiducial landmarks
are manually placed upon the electrode contact artifacts.
To overcome the necessity of a manual survey of electrode contacts and to increase
precision in this process, we introduce a toolbox to determine the electrode contact
coordinates in a semi-automated design. The primary goal is to enable the user with a tool
that provides a good starting-point for fast manual fine adjustment of DBS contact
localization.
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2. Methods
2.1 Patients and imaging
In total, fifty patients (33 male; mean age 44.5 ±17.45 yrs [mean ± SD], range 13-75 yrs)
that underwent DBS surgery were analyzed in this study. Two patients received four, the
others received two quadripolar DBS leads bilaterally (Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
US). To include different electrode target regions, clinical indications and electrode models,
patients were randomly selected from a large database of DBS patients treated at our
center (~550 patients). Forty patients received postoperative MR-imaging, eight of whom
also underwent post-operative CT imaging. Ten other patients were evaluated solely by
CT-imaging postoperatively (summing up to a total of eighteen patients with CT-imaging).
Twenty-four PD patients were included that had undergone electrode implantation
targeting at the STN, twenty patients with idiopathic dystonia had undergone stereotactic
surgery with electrode target placement in the internal part of the globus pallidus internus
(GPi). Two of these received additional electrodes in the ventromedial internal nucleus
(ViM) of the thalamus for dystonic tremor as did six patients affected by ET. Thirty-three
patients received Medtronic DBS leads of model 3389 (contact-to-contact distance of 0.5
mm, 2 mm distance between centers of two adjacent contacts) and seventeen patients
received DBS leads of model 3387 (contact-to-contact distance of 1.5 mm with 3 mm
distance between centers of adjacent contacts). Table 1 summarizes patient demographics
and clinical indications.
All patients underwent pre-operative MR-imaging on a 1.5 T scanner (NT Intera; Philips
Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands) using a T2-weighted fast spin-echo (FSE) with
the following parameters: TR=3500ms, TE=138ms, echo-train length: 8, excitations: 3, flip
angle: 90°, section thickness: 2 mm, section gap: 0.2 mm, FOV: 260 mm (in-plane
resolution 0.51 × 0.51 mm), matrix size: 384 interpolated to 512, total acquisition time, 10
minutes and 41 seconds.
Postoperative MR-imaging was performed in 40 patients. DBS patients are subject to a
limitation of the specific absorption rate (SAR, < 0.1 W/kg), which has been specified by
the manufacturer of the electrodes. Within 5 days after implantation of the electrodes, MRimaging was performed on the same scanner using a T2-weighted fast spin-echo (FSE)
sequence in low SAR mode with the same parameters as used pre-operatively. Philips
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software Version 11.1 level 4 was used. MR sections in the axial and coronal planes were
obtained and processed in this study. In the following, “axial” and “coronal” volumes refer
to acquisitions with voxel sizes of 0.51 × 0.51 mm in the axial or coronal planes
respectively, each with a 2 mm slice thickness.
Postoperative CT was conducted in 18 patients (8 of whom also had postoperative MRI).
Here, high-resolution images were acquired on a LightSpeed16 (GE Medical System,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin) Slice CT with a spatial resolution of 0.49 × 0.49 × 0.67 mm3.
Images were acquired in axial (i.e. sequential/incremental) order at 140 kV and automated
mA setting. Noise index was 7.0. A large SFOV with 50 cm diameter was used.
2.2 Preprocessing of MR-images
Normalization of MR-images was performed following the approach of Schönecker et al.,
using FSL 5 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/) and the ICBM 152 Nonlinear 2009b
template (Fonov et al., 2011). This included a three-step linear normalization routine,
where each of the steps was weighted by a smaller mask. Thus, each step increasingly
focused on the subcortical area of interest. In more detail, after a co-registration step
between the “coronal” and “axial” volumes, a global linear normalization of axial images
was performed, followed by one that focused on a large subcortical volume. In the last
step, axial images were further normalized by using a mask that merely included a volume
around the subcortical target structures and spared the ventricles. As none of the three
normalization steps used nonlinear deformation fields, electrode contacts remained
equidistant on a straight line in the normalized volumes and artifacts still displayed a
similar shape as in the non-normalized raw data acquired by the scanner. This linear
normalization algorithm is able to normalize volumes with high accuracy (resulting in a
spatial dispersion towards predefined reference points of a root mean square difference
error of 1.29 ± 0.78 mm). The resulting subcortical volumes exhibited cubic bounding
boxes (e.g. definable by two points in MNI-space at -55, 45, 9.5 and 55, -65, -25.0 mm) of
interpolated volumes in high resolution (voxel sizes: 0.216 × 0.216 × 0.216 mm) from both
the axial and coronal MR acquisitions. Each of the two volumes showed exactly the same
orientation and number of voxels; thus, combined versions of both volumes could be
generated, e.g. by voxel-wise averaging or multiplying. When “default parameters” (see
below) were applied, for the first algorithm (“TRAC”) the two images were averaged and
smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of 3 × 3 × 3 mm in size.
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2.3 Preprocessing of CT-images
Postoperative CT images were coregistered to preoperative MR images using 3DSlicer 4
(http://www.slicer.org/). Images were then normalized into MNI space with the same
algorithm as described in the previous section which used the pre-operative MR images
for estimation and applied the final normalization parameters to the CT images. This
process resulted in a single normalized CT volume in high resolution (voxel size: 0.216 ×
0.216 × 0.216 mm, bounding box: -55, 45, 9.5 and 55, -65, -25.0 mm).
2.4 Semiautomated reconstruction
The process can be divided into two steps. First, the anatomical course of the lead
trajectory is reconstructed, resulting in a straight line that traverses through the threedimensional (3D) volume of the brain. Please note that the reconstruction of the lead itself
may not accurately model its long-term placement due to brain-shift and postoperative
bending of the electrodes (Kim et al., 2010; van den Munckhof et al., 2010), but is a
necessary processing step to reconstruct contact positions. As a second step, placement
of the four electrode contacts that are represented as a shape of a pearl-string/baileybead-formation on the MR-images can be determined at the end of this line.
2.4.1. Reconstruction of the electrode lead trajectory (“TRAC”)
The following algorithm could be used for DBS electrode reconstructions based on both
MR and CT images. However, image intensities of CT images were multiplied by -1. This
results in low-intensity values for the trajectory of the DBS lead region in both imaging
modalities.
The algorithm started on the dorsal-most axial slice of the axial MR or the CT volumes (in
MNI-space, this corresponds to a z-height of 9.5 mm). Using a quite large mask (bounded
by MNI-coordinates: +/-7.2 12.9 9.5 and +/-39.6 -19.5 9.5 for the two sides, respectively)
that covered all trajectories at this height, the trajectory was identified by thresholding the
intensity values of the axial plane within the mask. A suitable threshold was determined by
adding a = 0.9 × standard-deviations to the mean of all intensity values within the mask.
As a result one cluster (most often of oval shape) usually defined the electrode artifact.
Value a was further adjusted by the algorithm if all intensity-values were lower than the
resulting threshold. The centroid of the isolated cluster was used as a starting point of the
electrode trajectory.
The second slice could be analyzed by already using a much smaller mask, by default 20
× 20 pixels in size, that was placed around the location of the cluster found on the first
8

slice. From the third slice on, the small mask was moved to surround the coordinates of
where the next point was expected, based on the two or more cluster-centroid coordinates
that had been isolated on prior slices. Thus, the algorithm worked its way through the
subcortical volume in dorsoventral direction, until a trajectory artifact could no longer be
detected or until a z-coordinate below -15.5 mm was reached; based on our experience,
no electrode artifact should be visible here anymore (regardless whether the anatomical
target region is STN, GPi or ViM). If more than two clusters were isolated by thresholding
the area within the mask, the algorithm decided for the one of them closer to where the
next trajectory point was expected based on prior information. This first algorithm
described here was dubbed “TRAC” (trajectory search) for brevity reasons and is
summarizes in pseudocode in box “Algorithm 1” (also see Fig. 2).
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Algorithm 1, “TRAC”: Trajectory reconstruction
___________________________________________________________________________
Input
Output
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Start with dorsal-most axial slice S(1) of axial MR-volume.
Fitted line of trajectory reconstruction L
Isolate region on S(1) using large heuristical mask
Threshold region isolated by the mask to determine centroid C(1)
Isolate region on S(2) using small mask around coordinates of C(1)
Threshold region isolated by the mask to determine centroid C(2)
Compute line L between C(1) and C(2)
for i=3:last_slice do
compute point E where next centroid is expected based on L
Isolate region R from S(i) using small mask centered at E
Threshold R to determine centroid C(i)
if more than 2 clusters found then
decide for cluster with centroid closer to E end if
if C(i) can‘t be defined then break for loop end if
if i represents slice below z=-15.5 then break for loop end if
Fit line L to data points C(1:i)
end for

Based on a large number (n=374) of electrode trajectories that had been reconstructed in
our center, standard traversing directions of left and right electrodes could be empirically
defined by normalizing the traversing direction vector to a distance of 1. Based on this
data, the algorithm marked trajectory reconstructions as questionable if their traversing
direction was more than four standard-deviations off the mean trajectory course (see Fig.
S1). This functionality helps to automatically classify doubtful reconstructions, which can
then be further examined manually.
2.4.2. Reconstruction of electrode contact positions (“CORE”)
In both MR- and CT-modalities, the electrode contacts can be easily moved along the
trajectory in a manual correction step, which in practice renders the success of ”CORE”
following below less important than “TRAC” described above. To localize electrode
contacts along the reconstructed trajectory, in a first step, templates of the most ventral
part of the lead trajectory were prepared by manually cutting out the region around the tip
of the electrode in 5 patients for the Medtronic 3389 and 3387 electrodes for CT and MR
images respectively. For each electrode, a cubic region of 11 × 11 × 23 (Medtronic 3389)
or 11 × 11 × 30 (3387) voxels (2.4 × 2.4 × 11.5/15 mm) was cut out orthogonally to each
trajectory (in such a way that it traversed vertically through the volume, exactly through its
center, see Fig. 1 and 2C). This resulted in 10 cuboid volumes that were averaged to build
two templates of the electrode tip for each imaging modality.
In a second step, to reconstruct the electrode heights alongside the trajectory, the
algorithm similarly sampled a cubic volume of 11 × 11 × n voxels orthogonally to the
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trajectory course. Here, n was the length of the reconstructed trajectory in voxels. This
resulted in a cuboid volume through which the electrode trajectory traversed vertically and
exactly in its middle. To determine electrode contact heights along the lead trajectory, each
1 × 1 × n column of the volume was then cross-correlated with the according 1 × 1 × 23/30
column of the template volume. Cross-correlation sequences of all columns were
averaged and the peak of the averaged sequence was used to determine the offset of the
template to the empirical data, i.e. the height of electrode contacts.
In analogy to the first algorithm, this second one received the acronym “CORE” for
“contact reconstruction“ and is summarizes in pseudocode (see box “Algorithm 2” and Fig.
2).
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Algorithm 2, “CORE”: Reconstruction of Electrode contact positions
___________________________________________________________________________
Input 3 × n coordinates describing fitted line of trajectory reconstruction L,
Coronal cubic MR-volume VCor and 11 × 11 × 30 voxels template of electrode
artifacts T
Output Coordinates of four electrode contacts EC
1:
Sample volume VS n × 11 × 11 voxels orthogonally around L
2:
for z=0:n-30 do
3:
for x=1:11 do
4:
for y=1:11 do
5:
create Pearson‘s correlation coefficient z:z+30 × x × y vector of
VS with 1:30 × x × y vector of T, store as Corr(x,y,z)
6:
end for
7:
end for
8:
end for
9:
average Corr over first two dimensions and find maximum of resulting 1 × n-30
vector mCorr which denotes the height of optimal fit from
final portion of the electrode artifact in VS to T

2.5 Comparison with manually localized electrode contacts
To evaluate the quality of fit of the automated reconstructions, both lead trajectories and
electrode contacts were compared to a manual survey of electrode localizations.
Reconstructions were classified as “correct” if the (perpendicular) Euclidean distances
between manual contact and automated trajectory / contact reconstructions were smaller
than 2 mm (as amounts to the approximate diameter of the trajectory artifacts).
Here, the aim of the automatic placement should be seen as an assisting method for fast
and robust electrode localizations to facilitate its manual fine adjustment. Moreover, it is
important to note that in our study we defined a "correct" electrode placement in relation to
a previous determination of electrode placement by manual reconstruction in order to
describe the validity of the reconstruction by the toolbox. However, without histological
confirmation, DBS electrode reconstruction always remains presumptive.

2.6 Visualization of atlas data
To visualize atlas data in synopsis with the electrode reconstruction results, atlas data can
be read in by the toolbox in standard nifti-file format (http://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/). The atlas
data can be visualized in 2D-slice views as sliced overlays on the MR-images, or in 3Dreconstructions (Fig. 3-4). To compute the latter, xyz-coordinates of all non-zero voxels in
the atlas volumes are read from the nifti-image, and their isovolume of a certain intensity is
computed. In this study, binary atlas data was visualized, i.e. volumes had an intensity of
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one within the region and zero outside. Thus, the isovalue used for 3D-reconstructions
was set to one.
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3. Results
3.1 Reconstruction results
In MR imaging, using default parameters, 72 of 80 (90%) reconstructions found the correct
trajectory. Fifty-five of 80 (69%) electrode contact heights were correctly reconstructed
using default parameters. By slightly adjusting individual parameters in cases that yielded
faulty reconstructions, a total of 78 (98%) trajectory reconstructions and 61 (76%)
electrode contact heights were reconstructed correctly. Such parameter adjustments
involved whether the images should be slightly smoothed or not, whether the axial and
coronal versions of the images should be point-wise multiplied with each other or
sharpened with an exponent of 10 (for a list of parameters, see Table 2). An additional
crucial parameter that had to be changed in MR imaging in some cases was the size of the
mask that cuts out a square region around the trajectory on the axial planes, since in some
patients, electrode trajectories produced larger artifacts than in others, most likely due to
local edema in the first days after implantation. All parameters that were changed to yield
better results in individual cases can be easily set in several option-fields of the toolbox
and only affect the most crucial success of “TRAC” (whereas ”CORE” is not affected by
changes of parameters).
In CT imaging, 40 leads were reconstructed (resulting from 16 patients with 2 leads and 2
patients with 4 leads). Due to the good contrast of the DBS-lead in CT imaging, “TRAC”
was able to correctly find all 40 (100%) electrode reconstructions using default
parameters. ”CORE” could determine the correct height of electrode contacts along the
lead-trajectory in 22 of 40 (55%) reconstructions, however, since reconstructions can be
easily moved along the trajectory, this led to a 100% success rate in the overall semiautomatic reconstruction process.
In summary, the most important result was the final success rate of lead trajectory
reconstructions (98% MR and 100% CT imaging), because i) parameters could be easily
adjusted if “TRAC” failed and ii) once the lead trajectory reconstruction succeeded, the
heights of electrode contacts could be manually moved alongside the trajectory using the
toolbox (Fig. 2 D). Thus, when incorporating such manual correction steps, 98,3% of both
electrode leads and contacts could be reconstructed using the toolbox, regardless of the
imaging modality applied. Two (MR) reconstructions failed right at the start of the
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reconstruction task (where a large heuristic mask was used to isolate the artifact) because
of an unusual artifact shape in one case and a blood vessel that was mistaken for the
electrode artifact on the first slice in the other case. Setting the starting point of the lead
trajectory reconstruction manually is an option to deal with such issues and has already
been implemented in the toolbox. The algorithm was able to classify both of the two faulty
reconstructions as doubtful (see Fig. S1 – here, more faulty reconstructions are marked
that resulted from runs with default parameters), since they either traversed in a
completely different direction than usual trajectories or even exited the subcortical volume
at some point. Besides, faulty reconstructions are easy to detect manually, using the builtin control view (Fig. 2 D).
3.2 Congruency between MR- and CT-imaging
A subset of eight patients underwent both CT and MR imaging postoperatively. Thus,
results from both imaging modalities that had been processed and analyzed separately
from each other could be directly compared. For this analysis, the optimal manual
localization was used, i.e. in MR imaging, the automatic results were manually refined and
in CT imaging, heights of electrodes were manually defined based on the trajectory found,
both using the “manual correction” user interface of the toolbox. MNI-coordinates of
localized electrodes highly correlated (Fig. S2) and had a mean mismatch of 0.66 mm
(standard-deviation ±0.43) throughout all 64 MR-CT contact pairs. This error is quite small
given the fact that CT images were linearly co-registered to their corresponding
preoperative MR images on a full-brain level and that the image resolution of both
modalities is of comparable magnitude.
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4. Discussion
In this study, we introduce an automated DBS electrode reconstruction algorithm. Analysis
of a large group of patients (n=50) showed that the algorithm can facilitate and improve the
process of electrode and trajectory localization based on post-operative MR- or CTimages.

4.1 Auto-manual vs. purely manual reconstructions
By comparing a combination of automated and manual to purely manual reconstructions in
this study, certain differences in their quality became evident. Most important to note is that
purely manual electrode placement surveys are usually performed in a 2D slice viewer
software. The hypointense/hyperdense electrode contact artifact can be visualized in a
slice-viewer and defined by a point fiducial at its center (Brücke et al., 2012; Pollo et al.,
2004; Yelnik et al., 2003). This procedure does not ensure, however, that each electrode
contact is situated i) within the correct distance to the next contact and ii) on a straight line
with all other contacts. To address this issue, the algorithm proposed here obligatorily
models the lead trajectory as a straight line and places the electrode contacts in equal
distances to each other. Since the transformation (Schönecker et al., 2009) that is used to
warp the individual MR-images into MNI space is a linear one (i.e. a 4 × 4 affine
transformation matrix), and distances of contacts in MR-volumes correspond to their actual
distances (Yelnik et al., 2003), the distances of electrode contacts can be accurately
calculated even after normalization into MNI space. This method reduces the degrees of
freedom in the reconstruction process of each single contact and thus makes the process
more robust. When automatic localizations are manually refined by using the toolbox
presented here, this advantage still holds, since contact localizations can only be moved
along the trajectory as a group of four. If instead the trajectory itself is manually moved, all
four contacts are moved as well. Thus, even if the automatic reconstructions are not
always the best solution to the reconstruction problem, it is a great help if the automatic
reconstructions are already close, making a manual refinement very fast and straightforward. Using the toolbox, the lead trajectory can be manually moved with mouse or
arrow keys in cases where the reconstruction is slightly off the artifact. Using the keyboard,
electrode contact reconstructions can then be manually moved to their correct position
along the trajectory line.
16

4.2 Reconstructions in MNI- vs. native space
The algorithm proposed here works on normalized versions of single-subject MR/CT data,
i.e. the brain volumes have to be co-registered to an MNI template before the algorithm
can reconstruct the trajectory and electrode contacts. This is a crucial point, since
advantages and disadvantages of processing in standard as opposed to native (i.e
unnormalized) space should be considered.
Disadvantages of reconstruction within the normalized space may lie in a slight loss of
accuracy, since in the normalization step single subject proportions of brain anatomy may
become skewed. This may result in small inaccuracies of the relationship between
electrode contacts and target regions. In this context, it is important to note that the
normalization routine applied here is a purely linear one (Schönecker et al., 2009), thus
proportions are not modified in a nonlinear way (which might result in single electrode
contacts becoming larger/smaller or the lead developing a distorted trajectory). Besides,
the last of the three normalization steps uses a weighting mask that merely covers
important regions like the basal ganglia and spares the ventricles (which may largely differ
in magnitude, especially in elderly patients; Wu et al., 2009). However, the accuracy of
reconstructions performed with this toolbox is always limited by the accuracy of the
normalization applied. Therefore, special attention has to be paid to the normalization
results prior to using the reconstruction algorithms of the toolbox. Besides the original
approach of (Schönecker et al., 2009), a modification of the same approach that also
incorporates pre-operative MR-data, as well as a nonlinear approach based on the
segmentation algorithm of SPM (e.g. see Witt et al., 2013) have been implemented in the
toolbox. Furthermore, figures that depict the normalization step results in high resolution
are also shown by the toolbox, allowing for a good manual control of normalization
accuracy.
On the other hand, a prominent advantage of processing in MNI space is the possibility of
comparing electrode localizations within and across groups and even across centers.
Group studies are hardly feasible when the imaging data is processed in native space.
Even more importantly, a robust delineation of target regions such as the GPi or the ViM,
is not straight-forward given the MR images of single subjects alone. Even the STN, which
largely shows hypo-intense on T2-weighted MR images (Slavin et al., 2006), may not
always be robustly evaluated solely based on a subject‘s post-operative MR volume, since
17

the electrode artifacts may lead to subtle distortions which render the nucleus blurred or
hidden under the artifact. In addition, when compared to histological atlases, MR imaging
of the STN renders the nucleus smaller (Richter et al., 2004) and seems to favor the
anterior half (Dormont et al., 2004). Therefore, atlases that are compiled from histological
information (Jakab et al., 2012; Krauth et al., 2010; Morel, 2013; Yelnik et al., 2007) may
represent the real anatomical target regions better than the subject‘s MR image. Atlases
may even go beyond a structural definition of subcortical nuclei. As shown in (Accolla et
al., 2014; Castrioto et al., 2014; Lambert et al., 2012), the STN can further be subdivided
into functional zones that may be used best for post-surgical evaluation if they prevail in a
standardized space.
The best solution would be to combine both approaches: subcortical segmentation
routines could be used to extract patient-specific target regions based on preoperative
MR-imaging. The segmented nuclei could then be normalized to MNI space together with
the whole-brain MR-volumes (without a loss of accuracy), and both patient-specific nuclei
and atlas data could be visualized. So far, however, most current subcortical segmentation
algorithms do not or only partly support classical DBS target regions (Fischl et al., 2002;
Patenaude et al., 2011).
4.3 Reconstructions using MR- or CT-imaging
The approach has been implemented to support both postoperative MR- and CT imaging
since both techniques are variably used in DBS centers. In the majority of our DBS
patients with a pulse generator implant (Medtronic Kinetra or Activa PC), postoperative MR
imaging has been obtained in a setting that uses a send-and-receive coils in a 1.5T
horizontal bore MRI. Additionally, SAR-levels must be reduced to an amount of up to 0.1
W/kg body weight. Experience in many centers has demonstrated that higher field
strengths may be applied safely (Larson et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2005; Marks et al., 2009;
Pinsker et al., 2008b).
However, post-operative MR imaging is not standard in the clinical routines of all DBS
centers (see e.g. Shin et al., 2007) and so, the toolbox is constructed to also allow using
postoperative CT scans. It has been argued that the artifact observed in MR-images does
not exactly overlap with the hyper-dense regions in CT images (Lee et al., 2010), a fact
that might also result from inaccuracies in image fusion which takes place on the coarse,
full-brain level (Duffner et al., 2002). Our results suggest that the artifacts overlap
precisely. However, this could only be evaluated in a limited number of patients. Phantom
studies have shown that the artifact observed in MR-images has a correct localization
18

(Pollo et al., 2004; Yelnik et al., 2003), and yet artifacts on MR-images displaying
inaccuracies on single slices of the volume cannot be ruled out (J. Y. Lee et al., 2010;
Pinsker et al., 2008a; Sauner et al., 2010). Such single-slice inaccuracies need to be
considered when using MR imaging to manually localize DBS-electrodes, but should not
largely affect the results of the approach presented here, since this method fits a model to
many slices of two MR acquisitions instead of single-slice data.
4.4 Calculation of volume of activated tissue (VAT)
The toolbox comprises of two additional functions that i) let the user choose which of the
electrodes are stimulated monopolarly and ii) calculate a VAT based on the actual
stimulation parameters of the patient following the approach of (Mädler and Coenen,
2012). The model described by Mädler and colleagues is a quite simple model that has
proven to estimate robust results of the VAT and only takes the parameters voltage gain
and impedance into consideration. More advanced models use neural network modeling
techniques (Chaturvedi et al., 2013) or take patient-specific diffusion based MR data
(Butson and McIntyre, 2008) into account to model the VAT more accurately. We plan to
further optimize and extend the functionality of the toolbox such that other models can be
implemented, too.

4.5 Limitations
In this study, automatic electrode contact reconstructions were classified as “correct” if
they were <2 mm away from the manual survey of the electrode placement. The purpose
of this procedure was to evaluate the performance of the automatic trajectory and contact
reconstruction algorithms. Moreover, it is important to note that the exact positioning of
DBS electrodes within a patient‘s brain can not be determined with absolute precision
without histology. Factors that may influence “correctness” of the electrode model are,
among others, distortion of MR imaging (Zaitsev et al., 2004), susceptibility artifacts from
the DBS lead in post-operative MR (Schönecker et al., 2009) and accuracy of the
normalization process, i.e. the co-registration to a subcortical atlas (Klein et al., 2009).
Thus, it is not feasible to estimate a confidence interval of accuracy of the procedure and
imaging of DBS phantoms can only measure accuracies of parts of the processing steps
(Pollo et al., 2004; Yelnik et al., 2003).
Further, some studies have shown that DBS electrode trajectories may get curved over
time, especially due to post-operative pneumocephalus (Kim et al., 2010; van den
Munckhof et al., 2010; note that a different study did not find significant displacement over
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time, Slotty et al., 2012). Thus, the trajectory, which is being modeled as a straight line in
this approach may not accurately model the long-term results and has only been used as
a processing step to asses DBS contact location.
Finally, imaging data for all patients were acquired in a single DBS center. However, the
toolbox can be easily adjusted to allow reconstruction of electrode placement when
postoperative images have been acquired using different protocols.
4.6 Availability and outlook
The software project is made available to the scientific community in form of a MATLAB®
toolbox that may be used for scientific purposes (http://www.lead-dbs.org). Especially for
the normalization steps, but also for some other processing steps, the toolbox uses SPM8
(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). To this date, the toolbox has been tested with quadripolar
Medtronic electrodes that have been implanted either in STN, GPi or ViM. As an outlook, it
should be mentioned that the toolbox has already been extended to support DBS-targeting
in Cg25 or subcallosal cortex as applied in depression patients (Mayberg et al., 2005).
4.7 Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, this toolbox is the first piece of freely available software that
focuses on semi-automatical DBS electrode reconstructions based on postoperative MRor CT-data and is able to visualize DBS lead trajectories and atlas data. It could be shown
that the toolbox is useful to robustly localize DBS electrodes in a large and heterogeneous
group of patients. Furthermore, the toolbox can be used to visualize DBS placement and
to simulate stimulations by calculating the volume of activated tissue. In summary, these
are powerful tools to analyze and better understand effects of DBS surgery in clinical
studies.
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6. Figures

"
Figure 1: Coronal slice showing the artifacts induced by the deep brain stimulation electrodes. MR (left)
superimposed with CT (right) imaging results of the same patient are shown here. In the middle of both
images, the template of the electrode tip for MR and CT electrodes are depicted next to the tip of the actual
patient. ”CORE” cross-correlates the two volumes to find the best match. In this example, the template of the
MR-volume must be moved slightly down to find the best match, whereas the CT template is shown in good
alignment with the electrode tip of the patient. A Medtronic 3389 electrode model was used in this patient.
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"
Figure 2: Methodological steps of DBS-electrode reconstruction. A) An axial slice (upper left) is loaded into
memory and masked either by a large heuristic mask (first slice) or by a small mask (further slices, see
upper right) based on reconstructions in prior slices. The area selected by the mask (lower left) is
thresholded (lower right) and the centroid of the thresholded area defines the new point in the trajectory. B)
In this way, the trajectory course is estimated. The mask that selects an area of interest of each slice is
moved to the x-y-coordinates, on which the new point in the trajectory is expected based on prior slices. C)
Once the trajectory has been estimated, a cuboid volume is sampled alongside the reconstructed trajectory.
To determine the heights of electrode contacts on the trajectory, a manually created template of the electrode
tip is cross-correlated with this volume. D) The toolbox gives estimates of electrode contact positions
alongside the trajectory at the height defined by a peak in the cross-correlation sequence. Two-dimensional
planes are visualized orthogonally to the trajectory, allowing for an easy manual adjustment of electrode
heights. E) Finally, results can be visualized in synopsis with anatomical atlas data.
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"
Figure 3: Different views of the electrode scene viewer. Atlas data of subcortical nuclei are rendered in solid
colors. For demonstrational purposes, two different atlas sets are combined in this compound figure. The
morel atlas (Krauth et al., 2010) in a version that has been normalized to MNI space (Jakab et al., 2012), as
well as the GPi/GPe volumes from the BGHAT atlas (Prodoehl et al., 2008) are shown. A) View from dorsal
direction showing the different thalamic nuclei as well as biparted globus pallidus, B) Electrode trajectory in
right GPi and C) right STN. D) Volume of activated tissue calculated following the approach of (Mädler and
Coenen, 2012) for a monopolar voltage-steered stimulation of contact K1 at 3.5 V and an impedance of 1000
Ω in right STN.
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"
Figure 4: Reconstruction of right electrode (target GPi) exported in axial (top) and coronal (bottom) slice
views. GPi and GPe (blue) taken from (Prodoehl et al., 2008), STN (yellow), nucl. ruber (red) and thalamic
nuclei (other colors) taken from (Jakab et al., 2012). K0 refers to the dorsalmost, K3 to the ventralmost right
electrode contact. Abbreviations for thalamic nuclei are consistent with (Krauth et al., 2010) and can be
found in table S1.
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7. Tables
Table 1: Patient demographics and target regions of DBS surgery
Target region

Diagnosis

Total:

# Patients: 50
# Electrodes: 104
(2 Pts. received 4
Electrodes)

Subthalamic Nucleus (STN)

Parkinson‘s disease

# 24 Pts., 48 Electrodes 14 / 8 / 2

Internal Globus Pallidum (GPi)

Dystonia

# 18 Pts., 36 Electrodes 13 / 0 / 5

Ventromedial internal Nucleus of
the Thalamus (VIM)

Essential Tremor

# 6 Pts., 12 Electrodes

5 / 0 / 1

Both GPi and VIM

Dystonic Tremor

# 2 Pts., 8 Electrodes

0 / 0 / 2

Gender

# 33 male

# 17 female

Age

ø 44.5, ±SD 17.4 years

Table 2: List of important parameters used by “TRAC” (Algorithm 1).
Parameter name

Default

Comment

MR-data used

mean image of axial and

In some cases, usage of only the

coronal MR-series

axial or coronal image yields
superior results.

Smoothing of

Gaussian kernel of

In some cases, smoothing may

MR-data

FWHM 3 × 3 × 3 voxels

improve results.

Size of mask

21 × 21 voxels

The size of mask can be a critical
parameter in “TRAC”, especially
when large artifacts are involved,
e.g. due to local edema after
electrode placement. Usage of
smaller and larger masks can
substantially change results.
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Patients with
postoperative
MR / MR+CT / CT
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Supplementary Information

"
Figure S1: Projection of a mean trajectory traversing directions on the medial/lateral-plane. Vectors of mean
traversing direction were normalized to a distance of 1 and plotted as points in three-dimensional space. All
electrode reconstructions shown here were performed using “default” parameters. Isovolumes (1-4 standard
deviations) of medial/lateral-, anterior/posterior- and dorsal/ventral- traversing direction covariances are
shown as ellipsoids. Using this distribution, failed electrode reconstructions (marked with a star) are
automatically detected by the algorithm and classified as doubtful.

"
Figure S2: Congruency for electrode contact reconstructions obtained from the same patients based on MR
(y-axis) and CT (x-axis) images. Scatterplots show the correlations between medial/lateral-, anterior/
posterior- and dorsal/ventral-coordinates separately. Mean Euclidean distance between the same contact
pairs measured from CT- and MR- images was 0.66 mm (standard-deviation ±0.43).
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Table S1: List of abbreviations of subcortical structures (for thalamic structures this list is
consistent with Krauth et al., 2010).
Name

Abbreviation

Name

Abbreviatio

Subthalamic nucleus

STN

Red nucleus

n
RN

Globus pallidus

GP

Mamillothalamic tract

mtt

Internal part

GPi

External part

GPe
Lateral group

VPL

Thalamic structures
Medial group
Mediodorsal nucleus

Ventral posterior lateral nucleus
MD

Anterior part

VPLp

Magnocellular part

MDmc

Posterior part

VPM

Parvocellular part

MDpc

Ventral posterior medial nucleus

VPI

Medioventral nucleus

MV

Ventral posterior inferior

VL

Central lateral nucleus

CL

Central medial nucleus

CeM

Central médian nucleus

CM

Dorsal part

VLpd

Paraventricular nucleus

Pv

Ventral part

VLpv

Habenular nucleus

Hb

Parafascicular nucleus

Pf

Magnocellular part

VAmc

Subparafascicular

sPf

Parvocellular part

VApc

nucleus
Posterior group

nucleus
Ventral lateral anterior nucleus
Ventral lateral posterior nucleus

Ventral anterior nucleus

Ventral medial nucleus

VLa
VLp

VA

VM

Medial pulvinar

PuM

Inferior pulvinar

PuI

Anterior dorsal nucleus

AD

Lateral pulvinar

PuL

Anterior medial nucleus

AM

Anterior pulvinar

PuA

Anterior ventral nucleus

AV

Lateral posterior nucleus

LP

Lateral dorsal nucleus

LD

Medial geniculate

MGN

nucleus
Suprageniculate nucleus

SG

Limitans nucleus

Li

Posterior nucleus

Po

Lateral geniculate

LGN

nucleus
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VPLa

Anterior group
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